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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to propose a simple method in order to evaluate the (approximate)
distribution of matrix quadratic forms when Wishartness conditions do not hold. The method
is based upon a factorization of a general Gaussian stochastic matrix as a special linear
combination of nonstochastic matrices with the standard Gaussian matrix. An application of
previous result is proposed for matrix quadratic forms arising in MANOVA for a multivariate
split-plot design with circular dependence structure.
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1. Introduction
There exists a substantial literature dealing with necessary and sufﬁcient
conditions for the matrix quadratic form Y 0MY to be Wishart distributed. Here
Y is a n  p stochastic matrix1 such that vecðY 0Þ has a np-variate Gaussian
distribution and M is a n  n nonstochastic matrix. Among earlier works, Khatri [6]
presents conditions for which the distribution of that quadratic form is a weighted
sum of independent Wishart distributions, for the special case arising when the
covariance matrix of Y elements, RY ; can be expressed by the Kronecker product
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between two matrices. An extension to a more general covariance structure is
proposed by Thomas [18], a paper which is not often cited in the literature; the
problem treated arises in the context of a multivariate repeated measures design and
the author proposes a sufﬁcient condition for the quadratic form to be Wishart
distributed. Boik [1] proved that this sufﬁcient condition is also necessary.
Meanwhile, Pavur [15] proposes the same condition, proving both necessity and
sufﬁciency. Pavur’s result is motivated by a typical application to design of
experiments (MANOVA) and, perhaps for this reason, the following literature
usually refers to his work instead of those of Thomas and Boik.
In a more general context, Mathew [11] obtains conditions for the multivariate
components of variance model to admit a MANOVA (partition of the sum of
squares and sum of products matrix into independent Wishart matrices).
Previous works, among other assumptions, require the nonstochastic matrix M in
the quadratic form Y 0MY to be nonnegative deﬁnite and the covariance matrix of Y
elements, RY ; to be nonsingular. A collection of papers, [19–22], develops some
necessary and sufﬁcient conditions useful when those restrictions do not hold; the
ﬁrst paper cited gives examples of interesting situations of this kind. The conditions
proposed in those papers, however, can be veriﬁed only for speciﬁc values for
parameters of the ﬁnal approximating Wishart distribution. Mathew and Nordstro¨m
[12] propose, for the case of M nonnegative deﬁnite, more usable conditions: if these
conditions hold, then the parameters of the Wishart distribution can be computed. A
further contribution is given by Masaro and Wong [10] extending that result to the
case of a general symmetric matrix M :
All these papers, however, do not help to solve the distribution problem in case the
quadratic form does not follow a Wishart distribution. Only in [1] and, more
extensively, in [2] the author shows that even minor departures from Wishartness
conditions heavily affect the size of statistical tests based upon those quadratic
forms. For this reason, in [2] useful corrections are proposed in order to approximate
the distribution of the quadratic form and a simulation study is performed for a
small set of parameter values in order to evaluate the accuracy of the approximation.
Since in real applications Wishartness of the quadratic forms cannot always be
achieved, our purpose is to suggest an alternative approach to evaluating the
distribution of a matrix quadratic form which leads to an approximation of the exact
distribution with known results about its accuracy. The approach here proposed is
illustrated in Section 2 for a RY matrix that can be expressed as a ﬁnite sum of
Kronecker products and an arbitrary matrix M: In Section 3 some stronger results
are proved for more speciﬁc structures of these matrices, with an application to a
MANOVA model presented in Section 4.
2. Representation of a class of distributions of Gaussian matrices
In order to make the notation here used clearer, let RY denote the np  np
covariance matrix for the elements in the stochastic matrix Ynp: That matrix is
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constructed as follows:
RY ¼CovmðYÞ
¼Covv½vecðY 0Þ ¼ E½vecðY 0Þ vec0ðY 0Þ  E½vecðY 0ÞE½vecðY 0Þ0;
where subscripts m and v denote whether the covariance operator is applied,
respectively, to a matrix or a vector. In the rest of the paper the expression Lð	Þ ¼
Lð	Þ will denote equality of the probability distribution and A1=2 will denote any
matrix such that ðA1=2Þ0A1=2 ¼ A:
As mentioned in the introduction, results are readily available for the case
when RY can be expressed through the Kronecker product between two arbitrary
matrices:
RY ¼ X#W: ð1Þ
If RY does not satisfy (1) but does however ﬁt into the more general class
RY ¼ X1#W1 þ X2#W2;
some results about the approximate distribution of Y 0MY might be evaluated.
Proposition 1. Consider a stochastic matrix Ynp whose elements are jointly
distributed according to a np-variate Gaussian law, with
EðYÞ ¼ U and CovmðYÞ ¼ RY ¼ X1#W1 þ X2#W2: ð2Þ
If
ðX1=21 Þ0X1=22 ¼ O or ðW1=21 Þ0W1=22 ¼ O; ð3Þ
then
LðYÞ ¼LððX1=21 Þ0ZW1=21 þ ðX1=22 Þ0ZW1=22 þ UÞ; ð4Þ
where Z is a n  p stochastic matrix such that vecðZ 0ÞBNnpð0; InpÞ:
Proof. Since vec½ðAZBÞ0 ¼ ðA#B0Þ vecðZ 0Þ; it is easy to prove that
vec½ððX1=21 Þ0ZW1=21 þ ðX1=22 Þ0ZW1=22 þ UÞ0
follows a np-variate Gaussian distribution. The two distributions in (4) have
common ﬁrst moment, since EðZÞ ¼ O; coincidence of the covariance structure can
be attained under assumption (3). &
The advantage of decomposition (4) is clear as soon as the distribution of a
quadratic form is needed.
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Proposition 2. If Ynp is a stochastic matrix satisfying assumptions (2) and (3) of
Proposition 1, then, for every symmetric matrix M;
LðY 0MYÞ
¼L
X2
i¼1
X2
t¼1
ðW1=2i Þ0Z 0ðX1=2i ÞMðX1=2t Þ0ZðW1=2t Þ þ NðMUÞ
 !
; ð5Þ
where NðMUÞ is a stochastic matrix coincident almost surely with the zero matrix
when MU ¼ O:
Expression (5) allows one to apply standard results about quadratic forms
distributions (e.g., the simplest form of Cochran theorem) to each element of the
double summation for which t ¼ i; since Z has independent elements. If the choice of
matrices X1=2i is done appropriately, also the remaining elements of the double
summation can be expressed as weighted sums of independent Wishart matrices. The
multivariate Satterthwaite’s approximation [17], can then be used: according to this
approximation, if X is a linear sum of independent Wishart matrices,
X ¼
Xt
i¼1
ti
mi
iWrðDi; miÞ;
then
XBa WrðD; mÞ;
where
D ¼ 1
m
Xt
i¼1
tiDi and m ¼ ½detð
Pt
i¼1 tiDiÞrþ1
detðDÞ
( ) 2
rðrþ1Þ
ð6Þ
for D ¼ Kr ½
Pt
i¼1
t2i
mi
ðDi#DiÞK r (the matrices K r and Kr ; its Moore-Penrose
inverse, have the property that det½Kr ðD#DÞK r ¼ ½detðDÞrþ1 for any symmetric
matrix D of order r  r).
Remark that the expression given above for m; the number of degrees of freedom,
is the one that Tan and Gupta [17] conjectured to make the true determinant of the
covariance matrix of the quadratic form and the corresponding expression calculated
for a Wishart matrix equal. Nel and van der Merwe [13] later proved that conjecture.
These authors suggested however alternative values obtained when the determinant
is substituted by the jth elementary symmetric function ð j ¼ 1; 2;y; rðr þ 1Þ=2Þ: In
particular, for j ¼ 1; the following much simpler expression follows:
m˜ ¼ trð
Pt
i¼1 tiDiÞ2 þ tr2ð
Pt
i¼1 tiDiÞPt
i¼1
t2i
mi
ðtrD2i þ tr2 DiÞ
:
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Incidentally, the expression for m˜ above, is the same used by Boik [1]. Nel and van
der Merwe proved however that the value m in (6) is the smallest one, leading thus to
the most conservative approximation.
Decomposition (4) can, of course, always be evaluated when the covariance matrix
belongs to the simplest class (1). Here Proposition 1 has been applied, for the sake of
simplicity, to the case where RY is the sum of two Kronecker products. An obvious
extension of this result could be easily proved for the wider class
RY ¼
XT
t¼1
Xt#Wt ðToNÞ: ð7Þ
The main advantage of decomposition (4) (for two or more than two terms) consists
in the possibility of expressing matrix quadratic forms as a weighted sum of
independent Wishart matrices and, hence, the possibility of applying the multivariate
Satterthwaite’s approximation; the accuracy of this approximation has been studied
by Tan and Gupta [17] and a test to detect signiﬁcant departures from its validity is
provided by Khuri et al. [8].
3. A useful special case
Up to this point, the matrix M appearing in the quadratic form has been totally
general and the covariance matrix RY has been constrained to belong to the class of
sums of Kronecker products. We will now put constraints on the class of the
matrices X1 and X2 in (2) in order to give a special emphasis to circular covariance
structures. Some notation has to be introduced. Then the covariance structure will be
described. A speciﬁc application of our results will be proposed in the next section
together with some details about circular covariance patterns.
Let, as usual, In denote the identity matrix of order n and let Jn ¼ 1n10n denote a
n  n matrix having all elements equal to one. Here Qbb denotes a symmetric
regular circulant,
Qbb ¼
Z1 Z2 Z3 ? Z3 Z2
Z2 Z1 Z2 ? Z4 Z3
Z3 Z2 Z1 ? Z5 Z4
^ ^ ^ & ^ ^
Z3 Z4 Z5 ? Z1 Z2
Z2 Z3 Z4 ? Z2 Z1
2
666666664
3
777777775
: ð8Þ
Proposition 3. For n ¼ rab; if
RY ¼ CovmðYnpÞ ¼ I r#Ia#½Jb#K þ Q#C; ð9Þ
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where K and C are arbitrary p  p matrices (only constrained to make RY positive semi-
definite), then assumption (3) required in Proposition 1 is satisfied, allowing Y to be
decomposed as in (4).
Proof. We are going to prove that, for this case, assumption (3) does not represent a
restriction on matrices appearing in (9). Structure (9) belongs to class (2) where
X1=21 ¼ I r#Ia#
ﬃﬃ
b
p
b
Jb ¼ ðX1=21 Þ0; ð10Þ
X1=22 ¼ I r#Ia#Q1=2;
it follows that
ðX1=21 Þ0X1=22 ¼ O 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
b
JbQ
1=2 ¼ O; ð11Þ
due to the properties of symmetric regular circulants, a matrix Q1=2 can be found in
the same class, (8), of symmetric regular circulants. This matrix, in particular, will
have constant row (column) sum; if that sum is zero, then (11) is proved.
Alternatively, suppose that
Q1=21b ¼ Z1b; for some Za0; ð12Þ
then
Q1b ¼ Q1=2Q1=21b ¼ ZQ1=21b ¼ Z21b: ð13Þ
The matrix RY can then be rewritten as
RY ¼ I r#Ia# Jb# K þ Z
2
b
C
 
þ Q  Z
2
b
Jb
 
#C
 
¼ I r#Ia#½Jb#K þ Q#C; ð14Þ
this is the same class described by (9), since K and C were there totally unspeciﬁed
matrices and Q is patterned as (8).
By putting ðQÞ1=2 ¼ ðQ1=2  Z
b
JbÞ; we obtain ðQÞ1=2ðQÞ1=2 ¼ Q and from
ðX1Þ1=2 ¼ X1=21 and ðX2Þ1=2 ¼ I r#Ia#ðQÞ1=2;
the desired property, since JbðQÞ1=2 ¼ O: &
Corollary 4. If CovmðYÞ satisfies (9) and the matrix M can be written as M ¼
½1
r
J r#1a Ja#CbC
0
b; where Cb is a b  q matrix whose columns consist of the
coefficients of q contrasts, i.e.
C 0bCb ¼ Iq and C 0b1b ¼ 0b;
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then
(a)
LðY 0MYÞ
¼L ðC1=2Þ0Z 0 1
r
J r#
1
a
Ja#Q
1=2CbC
0
bðQ1=2Þ0Þ
 
ZC1=2 þ NðMUÞ
 
;
where NðMUÞ; as in Proposition 2, is a stochastic matrix coincident almost surely with
the zero matrix when MU ¼ O;
(b) if, further, MU ¼ O; then
Y 0MYB
Xb
k¼1
lk kWpðC; 1Þ; ð15Þ
where lk are eigenvalues for Q1=2CbC 0bðQ1=2Þ0:
Proof. (a) According to Proposition 3, matrices X1=21 and X
1=2
2 exist, e.g. (10),
satisfying (3) of Proposition 1. The speciﬁc structure of matrix M here introduced
simpliﬁes the evaluation of the distribution of the quadratic form Y 0MY ; since
X1=21 M ¼
1
r
Jr#
1
a
Ja#
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
b
1b1
0
bCbC
0
b ¼ O;
where the deﬁnition of a contrast matrix, C 0b1b ¼ 0b; was used. In expression (5) of
Proposition 2, terms containing X1=21 M or MX
1=2
1 disappear leading to
LðY 0MYÞ ¼LððW1=22 Þ0Z 0ðX1=22 ÞMðX1=22 Þ0ZðW1=22 Þ þ NðMUÞÞ
¼L ðC1=2Þ0Z 0 1
r
Jr#
1
a
Ja#Q
1=2CbC
0
bðQ1=2Þ0
 
ZC1=2 þ NðMUÞ
 
:
(b) Since Z is a stochastic matrix with independent rows, the simpler multivariate
Cochran theorem implies that
Z 0
1
r
J r#
1
a
Ja#Q
1=2CbC
0
bðQ1=2Þ0
 
ZB
Xrab
s¼1
ms sWpðIp; 1Þ;
where ms are eigenvalues for ½1r Jr# 1a Ja#Q1=2CbC 0bðQ1=2Þ0: Since the eigenvalues of
a Kronecker product A#B are all possible products between the eigenvalues of A
and B (see, e.g., [9, p. 29]), here
ms ¼
ls; s ¼ 1; 2;y; b;
0; s ¼ b þ 1; b þ 2;y; rab:

This result leads to the simpliﬁcation
Z 0
1
r
J r#
1
a
Ja#Q
1=2CbC
0
bðQ1=2Þ0
 
ZB
Xb
k¼1
lk k WpðIp; 1Þ:
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Premultiplication by ðC1=2Þ0 and postmultiplication by ðC1=2Þ of the quadratic form
affect only the scale matrix of the Wishart distributions and (15) follows. &
Remark that the speciﬁc case examined in Corollary 4, could have been solved also
with the approach described in [2], since ðC 0b#IpÞðJb#K þ Q#CÞðCb#IpÞ can be
written as the Kronecker product C 0bQCb#C: The approach described in Section 2,
including the wider class (7), is however completely general and might represent a
useful simple alternative to Boik’s method.
4. Application to a MANOVA model
The practical implications of the approach described in the previous sections will
be now illustrated for a multivariate balanced split-plot design. Let us examine a
split-plot design with two factors, A and B, having, respectively, a and b levels. It is
supposed that runs can be replicated into r randomized blocks composed by ab
experimental units each.
Here
yijk; i ¼ 1; 2;y; r; j ¼ 1; 2;y; a; k ¼ 1; 2;y; b;
denotes the vector of the p response variables measured on an experimental unit in
the ith block treated with the jth level of factor A and the kth level of factor B.
The model here assumed is
yijk ¼ l þ si þ aj þ bk þ ðabÞjk þ eijk;
where l denotes the overall mean, si represents block i effect (it is assumed that
siBNpð0;YÞ; with Eðsis0sÞ ¼ O for every i; s ¼ 1; 2;y; r; ias); aj; bk; ðabÞjk
represent, respectively, the effect due to the jth level of A, to the kth level of B and
the interaction effect between them; those effects are measured as deviations from l:
Let
Y 0 ¼ ½y111y112yy11b j y121y122yy12bjyjyra1yra2yyrab
and, in analogous way,
N0 ¼ ½e111e112ye11bje121e122ye12bjyjera1era2yerab:
A standard assumption for an equicorrelated split-plot model would be
CovmðNÞ ¼ I r#Ia#½Ib#C þ Jb#K: ð16Þ
With assumption (16) all matrix quadratic forms involved in MANOVA for testing
presence of effects can be easily shown to satisfy the standard sufﬁcient conditions
mentioned in the introduction (see, e.g., [18]) and, hence, are independently Wishart
distributed.
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A more interesting case may however arise when assumption (16) is weakened and
we consider the more general class introduced in (9):
CovmðNÞ ¼ I r#Ia#½Jb#K þ Q#C
¼ I r#Ia#
K þ Z1C K þ Z2C K þ Z3C ? K þ Z3C K þ Z2C
K þ Z2C K þ Z1C K þ Z2C ? K þ Z4C K þ Z3C
^ ^ ^ & ^ ^
K þ Z2C K þ Z3C K þ Z4C ? K þ Z2C K þ Z1C
2
6664
3
7775:
The class of regular symmetric circulants (a special subset of symmetric To¨plitz
matrices) was examined, due to its link with circular dependence [14]. Those matrices
have been already used in univariate frameworks [4,5,7] in order to model situations
when there is a spatial circular layout of experimental units (e.g., observations are
taken at equally spaced points on a circle). That layout is very common both in
agricultural and industrial contexts.
Assumption (9) is a special case of the dihedral block symmetry model [16], which
combines circular block symmetry,
Covm
y01
y02
^
y0b
2
6664
3
7775
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ¼ Covm
y02
y03
^
y01
2
6664
3
7775
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ¼y ¼ Covm
y0b
y01
^
y0b1
2
6664
3
7775
0
BBB@
1
CCCA;
where yk; k ¼ 1; 2;y; b; denotes a p-dimensional vector, with the requirement that
Covðyk; yk0 Þ ¼ Covðyk0 ; ykÞ 8k; k0 ¼ 1; 2;y; b:
For example in the case b ¼ 4 a covariance matrix satisfying dihedral block
symmetry thus exhibits the structure
Ro R1 R2 R1
R1 Ro R1 R2
R2 R1 Ro R1
R1 R2 R1 Ro
2
6664
3
7775:
Such a model describes symmetries present in the error structure of multivariate
observations, e.g., on biological objects, on symmetrically arranged seismographs,
etc. Remark that Mathew and Nordstro¨m [12] use this model as an example of
situations when Wishartness of the matrix quadratic form Y 0MY is equivalent to w2
distribution for every scalar quadratic form of the matrix quadratic form, l0Y 0MYl:
When (9) is assumed, matrix quadratic forms associated to hypothesis tests about
signiﬁcance of effects bk of factor B are no longer Wishart distributed (more
precisely, only assumption (16) leads to Wishartness: any generalization would leave
the problem unsolved). Let us apply the approach introduced in the previous section
to ﬁnd an approximate distribution.
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The deﬁnition of the hypothesis to be tested is equivalent to the speciﬁcation of the
matrix of contrasts. For example, if the hypothesis to be tested was
HoðBÞ : bk ¼ 0 k ¼ 1; 2;y; b
(complete comparison), Cb would be a b  ðb  1Þ matrix such that
C 0bCb ¼ Ib1 and CbC 0b ¼ Ib 
1
b
Jb:
For a general hypothesis, Cb is a b  q matrix such that
C 0bCb ¼ Iq and C 0b1b ¼ 0q:
The matrix quadratic form associated to this hypothesis has the structure
SSCb ¼ Y 0 1
r
Jr#
1
a
Ja#CbC
0
b
 
Y ; ð17Þ
i.e., the same quadratic form that was examined in Corollary 2. Observe that, under
HoðBÞ; ½1r Jr# 1a Ja#CbC 0bEðYÞ ¼ O; and, hence, (15) follows,
Satterthwaite’s approximation can now be applied leading to:
SSCbB
a
Wp
P
k l
2
kP
k lk
C;
ðPk lkÞ2P
k l
2
k
 !
:
In a similar way, the appropriate error sum of squares matrix,
SSECb ¼ Y 0 I r  1
r
Jr
 
#Ia#CbC
0
b
 
Y ;
could be proved to be approximately distributed as
Wp
P
k l
2
kP
k lk
C; aðr  1Þ ð
P
k lkÞ2P
k l
2
k
 !
:
Remark that the error sum of squares here used (as it is usual for the analysis of
variance of a split-plot design) represents a change with respect to the classical error
sum of squares appropriate for the ANOVA of a factorial design, where
homoscedasticity and uncorrelation are assumed. The aim of that change is to
obtain a ‘‘denominator’’ in the test statistic whose expected value equals the expected
value of the ‘‘numerator’’ . This method thus relates to the Brown–Forsythe solution
[3] to the multivariate Behrens–Fisher problem.
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